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Chapter 2651: It’s my turn to haunt you (3) 

Huang Yueli hugged his waist tightly and said, “I’m not leaving! I will not leave you at this juncture! If we 

are destined to die here, I will stay with you!” 

“Ugh! Get off me quickly! You had never been so disobedient in your past life! Get off now!” Li Moying 

tried to pry open her tightly bound fingers, hoping to throw this young lady off him! 

He only had this chance to forcibly self-explode. 

Huang Yueli hugged him tightly. It was not because she could stop his actions. But being tightly bonded 

together like this, if he were to self-explode, Huang Yueli would be affected by his primordial spirit’s 

power and she would die as well. So he did not dare to take any action! 

A determined glint shone in Huang Yueli’s eyes. “Go ahead if you want to self-explode. I will keep you 

company!” 

“You—!” How was Li Moying going to do it? 

While the two of them were entangled in this, Lord Zhan had already reached the place where they 

were at. 

Right now, Lord Zhan was covered in sweat. He had no choice but to feel fortunate that he had escaped 

death! 

He almost let his impending success rush to his head. If Huang Yueli had not scuttered out, he totally 

would not have imagined that Li Moying could choose to self-explode, bringing their ends in mutual 

destruction! 

Even if Lord Zhan assumed that he was extremely powerful, and Li Moying had really self-exploded, it 

might not necessarily hurt him. But no one could guarantee the results from this sort of ending. To be 

able to escape this fatal blow was considered a fortunate thing to him. 

Lord Zhan looked down at both of them and immediately restrained their meridians. 

In this way, Li Moying and Huang Yueli would no longer be able to self-explode their primordial spirit. 

Moreover, they would completely have fallen into his clutches. 

Li Moying was so angry that he couldn’t help but stare angrily at Huang Yueli. 

Why was his Li’er so stubborn? Why couldn’t she listen to him once, to abandon him and escape by 

herself? 

Didn’t she know that the most important thing to him, was that she could stay alive? 

Huang Yueli sensed Li Moying’s gaze but she merely pursed her lips, as an indifferent look could be seen 

from her eyes. 



Similar to how Li Moying tried his hardest to protect her, she also wanted to risk everything to protect 

him. If she wasn’t able to protect him, at the very least, she could die along with him. She would not 

abandon him just to live her life without a purpose… 

“The two of you… have caused This Seat to be in so much misery! Too bad, the both of you still fell into 

This Seat’s hands.” 

Lord Zhan looked at Huang Yueli who laid on the ground and couldn’t help but burst out into a peal of 

ear-piercing laughter! 

“That day, the person who made the Sacred Phoenix Reflection appear while advancing in the Northern 

Ice Fields is you, isn’t it? I did not expect your blood to be purer than your mother, even though you 

have a lowly human race bloodline! This Seat had been searching for you for the longest time. I didn’t 

expect you to send yourself to me!” 

He lifted Huang Yueli and said, “With your blood essence, the Sacrificial Ceremony will be completed 

successfully this time! This Seat will be able to break through the space barrier and ascend to God 

Realm!” 

“You… you’re simply deranged! Don’t assume that using those malicious and sinister methods to ascend 

to God Realm would enable you to be valued by the clan! You’ve done so many outrageous acts. The 

heavenly laws will catch up to you and you will get your retribution!” Huang Yueli retorted him furiously. 

These words were not things that Huang Yueli said to comfort herself, but words of wisdom from the art 

of cultivation. 
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One had to pay a terrible price if one resorted to non-abiding cultivation methods. 

The reason why she and Li Moying had landed in their current predicament was possibly because of the 

secret secret technique that Li Moying forcibly executed. It was his retribution for summoning back her 

shattered primordial spirit. 

Li Moying had executed the secret technique that year because he wanted to save her primordial spirit. 

And now if he self-exploded his primordial spirit, it would be the end of a complete cycle. 

Only when the cycle ended, would the heavenly law be completed. In this way, Huang Yueli would be 

able to continue living! 

Li Moying understood this reasoning, and knew that it was destined. Hence he decisively chose to self-

explode. 

But what he had not expected was for Huang Yueli to run back and stop him from self-exploding. In this 

way, the cycle was broken once again. 

The results of his prayer when he executed the secret technique could no longer be attained. Huang 

Yueli might really die in this place. 

But after a short moment of conflict, he resumed back to his normal calm. 



If this was the result of their destiny, then… to be able to be interconnected with Li’er before their 

deaths and also get married under the witness of their elders and friends. And now, even before their 

deaths, they were still together. To him, this was the fortune which he had not enjoyed in his past life. 

Lord Zhan said coldly, “Retribution? This Seat does not believe in retribution! I only know that as long as 

I am strong enough, I will be able to get whatever I want! You can rest assured to become two pieces of 

stepping stones for This Seat’s journey to the peak!” 

As he was talking, he lifted the both of them together. “On account that you are This Seat’s niece, I will 

allow you to die with this lowly man! Don’t say that your uncle didn’t take care of you. You and your 

mother are slatterns. Don’t you just love to be together with this man of the lowly human race?” 

Lord Zhan laughed complacently as he dragged the both of them back to the Blood Moon Great Array. 

On the boundary of the array, it was full of Sacred Phoenix Race practitioners’ dead bodies in a 

disorderly mess. 

Huang Yueli felt like throwing up upon seeing the miserable scene in front of her. There was an 

indescribable sadness and she couldn’t help but to close her eyes. 

Speaking of this, the Sacred Phoenix Race practitioners on the ground were all her clansmen. 

Although these people were a little foolish, they were mostly incited by Lord Zhan and were not 

extremely vile people. Their guilt should not be punishable by death. Now they had all paid the price for 

Lord Zhan’s ambition with their lives! 

Lord Zhan threw Huang Yueli and Li Moying at his feet, raised his hands in the sky and started to pray. 

He closed his eyes and he looked dazed, as he seemed to enter into a state of insanity. 

Li Moying laid on the ground and turned his head to look at the young lady beside him. He signed softly, 

“Li’er, you… you’re too silly. You shouldn’t have come back!” 

Huang Yueli looked at the handsome face which was stained with blood. Those seductive and loving 

peach blossomed eyes were forever that attentive and emotional. It seemed like just one look and he 

would be able to jump into her heart… 

At this moment, if Huang Yueli still had any words of regret, it would be that in this lifetime, she had 

wasted too much time and wasn’t able to stay together with Li Moying earlier. 

She really wished that the both of them were childhood sweethearts from the start. Then they would 

have stayed together and not wasted any time at all. 

“I wish to accompany you.” Huang Yueli’s lips curled and she spoke very softly. It seemed as alluring as a 

kitten’s scratch. “Usually you’re the one who insists on getting tangled with me. Now, it’s my turn to 

haunt you. Otherwise, I won’t have the chance anymore!” 
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There was no sadness beneath her eyes when she spoke. Instead, she smiled. 



Li Moying couldn’t express the feeling he had. On one end, he was so angry that he wanted to strangle 

this disobedient young lass. But on the other end, he was so moved that he wished he could dig out his 

heart for her. 

He tried hard to blink his eyes, holding back the tears his eyes. 

They were already in this state, so he did not want to let Huang Yueli see him losing his self-control. 

She should only retain his good-looking, refined looks in her memories. In this way, when they reunite in 

the future, they would not mistake each other’s identity. 

“We’ve already come to such a pass. Only you can still smile in such situations!” He tried hard to soften 

his tone. 

Huang Yueli smiled as though it was a load off her mind. “Of course I want to laugh. Didn’t you hear 

what Lord Zhan said? My bloodline is much purer than my mother’s, so that means he shouldn’t be 

going after my mother since he has already caught me! At least, my father and mother can escape from 

this place! As for me, I can accompany you here. To be frank, I have no more regrets…” 

Li Moying’s heart jolted for a moment. Seconds later, he started to loosen up. “That’s right. At least 

we’ve saved Mother-in-law. It’s sad that there’s no way for us to live a happy life together. But Father-

in-law and Mother-in-law have suffered for so long, at least there’s a good ending for them. That’s 

considered a fortunate thing! After today, Father-in-law will probably not say that I’m not worthy of you 

any longer right?” 

Huang Yueli shook her head and burst out laughing. “Father’s just saying that on the surface. In actual 

fact, he appreciates you very much. He just feels that we just reunited after so many years, and he can’t 

bear for me to get married at such a young age… Luckily, I insisted on marrying you!” 

“But you still married me too late! I’ve already proposed to you ever since the first time we met. But you 

refused to even look at me!” Li Moying recalled the first time when they met, and a glint of tenderness 

flashed past his eyes. 

Huang Yueli pouted. “You have the cheek to say that? You can’t even remember your past life. I was the 

one who tried ways and means to make you recall! If it wasn’t for this, we would have gotten together 

long ago!” 

“Alright,alright, what you say is right. It’s all my fault!” Li Moying naturally gave in to his little wife. 

Coaxing her was his specialty. 

The both of them exchanged glances, and they could see the gratefulness in each other’s eyes. 

If they were not married back then and things came to this now, it would probably be the biggest regret 

of their lives. 

Even though they were about to die in this place now, they would still be buried in the same tomb and 

remembered as husband and wife. 

No matter if they were alive or dead, their names would never be separated. 



Lord Zhan’s benedictory voice started to culminate, and suddenly he stopped. His gaze turned towards 

the young man and woman who laid straight on the ground. 

“In order for Heaven and Earth’s glory to return to Sacred Phoenix Race—” 

“I offer our clan’s purest bloodline—” 

“May the Sacred Phoenix’s Blood protect our clansmen forever—” 

Following Lord Zhan’s prayers, Huang Yueli and Li Moying were lifted by a gust of Profound Energy. 

However, their bodies dropped down into the underground. 

Huang Yueli pursed her lips, trying her best to maintain her balance, and turned her head to have a look. 

Right beneath them was the Blood Moon Great Array’s blood pool. It resembled a disgustingly greedy, 

malicious bloody mouth that had opened wide and was preparing to swallow them completely… 
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The speed of their descent became faster and faster. 

No one could save them now. 

Huang Yueli felt her blood essence boiling in her blood vessels. Her meridians and internal organs 

seemed to be on the verge of shattering. 

“Plop!” 

Their bodies fell heavily on the water surface. Following that, they dropped down into the blood pool. 

Huang Yueli was feeling dizzy and it took some time before she regained a little bit of consciousness. 

Immediately following that, she realized that something was amiss. 

She originally assumed that her blood essence would be sucked dry when she fell into the blood pool. 

Even if she did not turn into a dry corpse, she would suffer intolerable torment. 

But now… she wasn’t suffering from any obvious pain. In fact, her meridians which were restrained 

seemed to be released. She had regained her control over her limbs. 

Huang Yueli quickly opened her eyes and looked around. “Moying, Moying? Where are you?” 

The blood pool’s water was extremely murky. They were powerful practitioners and could use their soul 

trace to check out the situation in the pool, but there was no way to “see” clearly. 

“Li… Li’er…” 

Hearing Li Moying’s low pitch moaning, Huang Yueli discovered that Li Moying was right above her. His 

hands propped against the ground. He was blocking the surging blood water for her, and he was taking 

on a majority part of the array’s suppression. 

Li Moying’s brows furrowed tightly, and his face had a pained expression. 



His endurance had always been extremely strong. So even if he met with a serious injury, he rarely 

showed this kind of look. 

However, his body was uncontrollably shaking. The immense pressure that he took on was imaginable! 

Moreover, blood was spilling out from the corners of Li Moying’s eyes and lips. The speed was growing 

faster and faster, and the blood was absorbed into the blood pool instantaneously! 

His blood essence was swiftly depleting! 

Huang Yueli immediately realized that Li Moying must have used some kind of cabala to forcefully break 

through the restraints so that he could help her ward off the majority of the energy in the blood pool. So 

that was why she felt that it was still bearable… 

She stretched out her trembling hand and touched Li Moying’s face. “You… why are you doing this? 

Since I’ve fallen into the Blood Moon Great Array, I… I will definitely die. Why must you suffer so much 

because of me!” 

Li Moying was in so much pain that he was writhing from head to toe. His eyes were tightly shut, and 

when he heard Huang Yueli’s transmitted voice, he forcibly opened his eyes. 

That usual dazzling peach blossomed eyes radiated a tired look. But it maintained its usual 

determination. 

“Consider… consider that I’m timid. Li’er, I’m… I’m really afraid to see you die in front of me. So, let me 

go f… first… oof pfft—!” 

Li Moying could not finish his sentence. 

The bloody water in the pool suddenly swirled faster than before, forming a huge whirlpool as it 

enveloped the both of them inside! 

Li Moying used his body to block Huang Yueli. Under such powerful impact, he suddenly spat out a 

mouthful of blood again! 

“Moying—!” Huang Yueli cried out in fluster and tried to push him away. 

However, Li Moying refused to budge and remained where he was. 

Moreover, this time, he didn’t shut his eyes. He just stared at the young lass’s delicate face that was 

stained with the bloody water. 

He knew that this could be his last chance to see this face. 

If he did not engrave it into his memories, where was he going to find her in his next life? 
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“No—! Moying, Moying—! Don’t die, please don’t die!” 

Huang Yueli put her hands on Li Moying’s chest and injected the remaining bit of Profound Energy left in 

her into his meridians. 



But Li Moying’s blood essence was almost dried up. This little bit of Profound Energy was akin to a clay 

ox entering the sea. It vanished in an instance. 

Li Moying had already lost consciousness. His body fell on top of Huang Yueli. 

She hurriedly hugged his waist and could no longer bother about her predicament. She furiously injected 

all her Profound Energy into Li Moying. 

But alas, it was a waste of her effort. 

Li Moying’s breathing grew weaker by the minute, and his body was also turning cold… 

After Li Moying lost consciousness, no one helped her to block the pressure from the Blood Moon Great 

Array. So Huang Yueli’s blood essence was also drawn out in large quantities. 

However, Huang Yueli did not feel any pain. She only had one thought in her mind! “Moying, you can’t 

die, please don’t die! Even if I have to die a thousand times, it doesn’t matter. As long as you stay 

alive…” 

Following the growing strength of the Blood Moon Great Array, Huang Yueli’s consciousness was getting 

blurry… 

In the end, she seemed to see a blinding gold light. 

… 

The exterior of Snow Phoenix Palace. 

Cang Po Jun, Cang Po Yu, and Liu Buyan had already completed their missions and were waiting at the 

gathering point for a long time. 

The three of them were responsible for destroying various important mechanisms outside Snow Phoenix 

Palace. They did not meet with any obstructions, and neither did they meet with Lord Zhan or other 

Sacred Phoenix Race practitioners. So the three of them were unharmed. 

But they waited for more than an hour and did not see anyone else appearing. So the three of them 

started to grow anxious. 

“What’s going on? Haven’t we made arrangements to gather here? We didn’t see Junior Sister or 

Marquis Bai. Could it be that… both of them have gotten into trouble?” Liu Buyan had the least patience, 

and he already walked in circles many times. 

Cang Po Yu’s brows creased and analyzed, “This… this is hard to tell! Logically speaking, Lord Zhan would 

go after Marquis Bai, so Sovereign and Grandmaster Huang should be relatively safe…” 

“How can you ascertain their safety?” Liu Buyan interrupted him irritably. “Junior Sister has gone deep 

into the Blood Moon Great Array to destroy it! If Marquis Bai and Madam Bai did not run fast enough, 

he might be caught by Lord Zhan. If Lord Zhan managed to rush back to the Blood Moon Great Array, 

then Junior Sister and Li Moying would be in deep trouble!” 

Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu had the same worries on their mind, especially after they had been waiting 

for such a long time and no one appeared. Everyone was starting to think negatively. 



But Cang Po Jun wasn’t willing to admit to this. “No! Sovereign is powerful, and no one can match up to 

his battle experience! No matter what kind of difficult situation they are in, they will have a way to 

escape. This time… will be the same! If we think along this line, Marquis Bai might be in trouble. Lord 

Zhan will first deal with Madam Bai. Should we think of a way to head over and help?” 

“You trust Li Moying so much? From what I see, he’s no longer the same as yesteryear, and he might not 

be able to protect Junior Sister!” Liu Buyan retorted irritably and fussed. 
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He was the only one who knew the truth about Li Moying’s incomplete primordial spirit. 

The current Li Moying, as compared to Mu Chengying from twenty years ago, was totally on a different 

level! 

Liu Buyan was extremely worried about him. 

Just as the three of them were talking, they suddenly heard a shuffle of messy and disoriented footsteps 

coming from the corridor in front. 

Everyone’s spirits lifted as they ran towards the corridor joyously! 

A figure staggered in the darkness. 

— It was Bai Liufeng! 

He carried Huang Siluo in his arms and trudged forward as he was covered in injuries. He slowly walked 

along the wall towards them. 

“Marquis Bai! You’re finally here. Oh dear, you’ve sustained a lot of injuries! Quick, come over here and 

sit down!” 

Cang Po Jun hurriedly headed forward to support them while Liu Buyan took out several life-preserving 

high levelled pills for the both of them. 

Bai Liufeng sat on the ground. He lost the energy to pant, and quickly grabbed Liu Buyan’s hand as he 

said intermittently, “Div…Divine Doctor Liu, Lass Li…. Lass Li might be in danger! We… we have to think 

of a way to save them!” 

The three of them were shocked and they hurriedly went closer. They asked relentlessly, “Marquis Bai, 

what happened? How is Sovereign and Grandmaster Huang now?” 

Bai Liufeng’s face was filled with worries. He did a simple narration of their escape. 

“After we split up, Lord Zhan indeed pursued after me and Siluo and quickly chased up to us. He 

consumed the evil pill that was refined using practitioners’ spiritual roots and his ability increased 

greatly. Even I couldn’t fight against him. We merely exchanged a few blows and I suffered a serious 

injury. Just as we were about to be captured by him, Snow Phoenix Palace started to shake…” 

“That’s right, we also felt it then!” Cang Po Yu nodded. “It should be Grandmaster Huang and Sovereign 

who had succeeded!” 



“That’s right. Junior Sister’s array skills are also extraordinary. The blood stench in the air has lightened a 

lot so she must have succeeded,” Liu Buyan said. 

However, Bai Liufeng’s brows were still tightly creased and he didn’t look as though he was at ease. 

He gave a long sigh and said, “What you guessed is right. After that tremor, Lord Zhan’s expression 

changed. He couldn’t even be bothered to care about me and Siluo and instantly turned back and ran 

towards the Blood Moon Great Array! Siluo and I were worried that he might turn back and chase us but 

along the way, we didn’t meet him at all.” 

Cang Po Jun delved into deep thoughts. “From the looks of this, the Blood Moon Great Array must be 

damaged. Lord Zhan rushed back anxiously, probably he wanted to deal with the Sovereign and the 

others…” 

Cang Po Yu showed a worried expression and asked, “Big Brother, what should we do? Lord Zhan would 

not let Sovereign and Grandmaster Huang off, knowing that they damaged the array. We don’t know if 

both of them can handle him! If… If something happens…” 

“Don’t spout nonsense!” Cang Po Jun hurriedly interrupted him. “Sovereign has immense luck so he will 

be able to turn the misfortune around!” 

Although he said that, there was an uneasy feeling in his heart that could not be suppressed. 

He stayed silent for a long while and turned back to look at Bai Liufeng. “Marquis Bai, Grandmaster 

Huang kept reminding us about this before we split up. If we were to meet up with you and Madam Bai, 

we should send the both of you out first, then try to find a way to support them. Now that the Blood 

Moon Great Array’s power has weakened, Madam Bai should be able to leave on her own. Then we…” 
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Cang Po Jun had not finished talking when Huang Siluo, whose eyes were shut, suddenly spoke loudly 

and widened her eyes. “No way! We can’t leave!” 

“Siluo, you’re awake?” Bai Liufeng hurriedly lowered his head and looked at her. 

Huang Siluo had lost a lot of blood essence and her consciousness had been murky. Along the way when 

Bai Liufeng carried her, she was half sober and half unconscious. 

But Huang Siluo did not feel any joy at all. She said anxiously, “We can’t leave. We must… must save 

them immediately! I know my Brother’s character. Lass Li had spoiled his highly valued ceremony. So he 

will absolutely… absolutely not let her and Moying off!” 

Hearing that, everyone grew anxious. 

“I also feel that we can’t leave this place! Junior Sister and Li Moying have not come out after such a 

long time. They must be in trouble!” 

“But Sovereign’s command is for us to escort Marquis Bai and Madam Bai to leave this place first! Are 

we going to defy his command? If Marquis Bai and Madam Bai stayed in Snow Phoenix Palace and met 

with danger later on, how will we explain to Sovereign?” 



“This… makes sense as well…” 

The group had a discussion and came into a stalemate. 

At this moment, Bai Liufeng had taken the pills that Liu Buyan gave. He had already absorbed a large half 

of the medicinal effect. Although his internal injury was not totally healed, but based on his strong 

determination, he immediately stood up. 

“Everyone stop! Lass Li is my daughter, how can I escape on my own? We must go and save them now! 

You don’t need to worry If that stinky brat dares to punish you, just come and look for me! Let’s see if he 

dares to go against me!” 

Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu exchanged glances and cupped their fists at him. “Yes, Marquis Bai!” 

They weren’t willing to leave Snow Phoenix Palace anyway. But they just didn’t dare to defy Li Moying’s 

command. 

Now with Bai Liufeng standing up for them, it was easy to make a decision. 

Li Moying wouldn’t dare to go against his father-in-law! 

Even Huang Siluo also pushed Bai Liufeng aside. She stood up and said, “I want to save them too! I know 

the situation in Snow Phoenix Palace better than any of you!” 

“But your condition…” aBa Liufeng frowned. 

“I’m fine now. The Blood Moon Great Array’s power had weakened and I feel much more comfortable 

now.” Saying that, Huang Siluo glowered at Bai Liufeng and said, “Don’t even think of stopping me from 

saving my Lass Li!” 

She had already made her decision and refused to listen to Bai Liufeng. Who else could dissuade her? 

No one was able to stop a mother from saving her long-lost daughter. 

Huang Siluo didn’t wait for the others to reply and immediately led the way. “Everyone follow me. Let’s 

take this route. It should bring us to Snow Phoenix Palace’s center directly.” 

The group set off and was just about to follow her. 

Just at this moment, the entire Snow Phoenix Palace started to shake again! 

Moreover, the tremor this time was much stronger than the previous. It lasted much longer. 

Those ninth stage realm peak practitioners present couldn’t stand still. All of them started to stumble 

and expended a great deal of effort before they could steady their footsteps. 

“This… what’s going on again?” 

“Why did it suddenly start shaking again?” 

Everyone looked at one another in dismay. 

Huang Yueli’s originally pale face drained further into a horrifying white color! 



“Blood Moon Great Array—! The Blood Moon Great Array has been activated again!” 
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“What—?!” 

“Why is this happening?” 

Everyone gasped, not believing their ears. 

Huang Siluo said gravely, “Can you smell it? The blood stench in the air has grown thicker…” 

Everyone subconsciously sniffed and immediately, a shocked expression appeared on their faces. 

“It really… really seems so!” 

“The blood stench has grown stronger, and the Blood Moon Great Array has been reactivated?” 

“Lord Zhan is a lunatic. He… whose blood did he draw this time? Could it be…” 

Liu Buyan was just about to say something when he gave a shocked expression! 

The others also thought of the same thing, but none of them said it out loud. However, they already had 

a terrifying guess in their hearts. 

“Quickly leave! We don’t have time to waste!” Bai Liufeng urged loudly. 

The group did not dare to stop and everyone followed tightly behind Bai Liufeng and Huang Siluo into 

the secret tunnel! 

The route from the secret tunnel to Blood Moon Great Array wasn’t very far. Under normal 

circumstances, they would be able to arrive within a stipulated time to burn a stick of incense. 

But just as the group passed through the secret tunnel, there were a few consecutive tremors and each 

time, the duration lasted much longer than the previous. In the end, even the tough lapis gold stone wall 

formed a crack! 

Their speed was affected badly and they took almost a quarter of an hour before they managed to reach 

the side of the Blood Moon Great Array. 

When they arrived, the first thing they saw was the heaps of Sacred Phoenix Race practitioners’ corpses 

on the ground. 

Immediately following that, they saw Lord Zhan, who seemed to be in a frenzied state of insanity, right 

above the Blood Moon Great Array. 

He had already completed the last part of his benison and his hands were raised high. Under everyone’s 

watchful gazes, they saw Huang Yueli and Li Moying being thrown into the blood pool. 

“No—! Lass Li—!!!” 

Bai Liufeng and Huang Siluo screamed in terror. Without a thought, they rushed toward the Blood Moon 

Great Array! 



“Sovereign—!” 

“Junior Sister—!” 

Cang Po Jun, Cang Po Yu, and Liu Buyan were shocked to see this. They were horrified and instantly 

dashed out with Bai Liufeng and his wife! 

At this moment, everyone had forgotten about their safety and they had also forgotten Lord Zhan’s 

terrifying existence. All they had in mind was to save Huang Yueli and Li Moying! 

However, they had just gone close to the exterior of the Blood Moon Great Array when they felt a huge 

recoil! 

The five of them were sent flying! 

Once the Blood Moon Great Array was activated, it would form a strong boundary. Other than the 

practitioners who were enveloped in the array initially, the rest were unable to get close to the inside of 

the array. 

Anyone who attempted to attack the boundary would be rebounded! 

Bai Liufeng and Huang Siluo were burning with anxiety when they saw their daughter falling into the 

blood pool. They immediately got up from the ground and charged at the Blood Moon Great Array once 

again. 

Cang Po Jun and the others also got up without any hesitation. They followed behind both of them and 

coordinated with their efforts to attack the boundary. 

The group unleashed their most powerful Profound Skills without any reservation. However, this ancient 

top-rated evil skill was not something that they could break easily. 

The five of them were not able to inflict any damage on the boundary and they were sent flying once 

again! 

Moreover this time, they suffered the backlash of their own Profound Energy. In an instant, all of them 

were seriously injured! 

Bai Liufeng’s attack power was the strongest so his backlash was also the strongest. He fell heavily on 

the ground as his own Profound Energy broke several of his bones. 
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However, Bai Liufeng clenched his teeth and stood up again. He swallowed a pill and continued to 

charge again! Everyone set off another launch of attacks at the boundary. 

But the result was extremely devastating. 

The Great Moon Great Array’s boundary was extremely secure. Even under the impact of five ninth 

stage realm practitioners attacks, it remained unmoved. Even Lord Zhan who was standing in the middle 

of the array was not affected. His benedictory voice was stable and continuous. The blood essence 

energy gathered in the array grew stronger and stronger! 



“Rumble—” 

Following a loud explosion, a bloody fog spurted out from the blood pool and charged into the sky! 

Bai Liufeng and the others were sent flying by this impact and they flew a huge distance away. All of 

them landed on the ground, one after another. 

This time, a few of them were injured all over. They mustered all their strength but were unable to climb 

back up. 

“Dam… damnit! What is this Blood Moon Great Array… cough cough… it’s too powerful!” Liu Buyan said 

intermittently. As he coughed, blood flowed from the hand that was covering his mouth. 

“What… what should we do! Sovereign and Grandmaster Huang have already… already fallen into the 

blood pool… Could it be…” 

“No, no they won’t… cough cough. Divine Doctor Liu, do you still have any more pills…” 

Everyone struggled and wanted to get up to continue fighting. 

They knew that their little bit of power could not contribute much and might even end up fruitless. But 

as long as they did not see Huang Yueli and Li Moying’s corpses, no one was willing to give up! 

Just at this moment, Bai Liufeng cried out in shock. “Quick… quickly look! The Blood Moon seems… 

seems to be ascending! How is that possible! How could this be! Could it be that Lass Li and… Moying 

has already…” 

He was terrified by the guess in his heart and he totally could not bring himself to continue speaking. 

But even if he didn’t say a word, everyone knew what he had in his mind. 

The Blood Moon Great Array’s energy was originally depleting. But now with the newfound energy, it 

continued to ascend into the sky. That could only mean that Huang Yueli and Li Moying’s blood essence 

had been drawn! 

Both of them had outstanding innate talents and their bloodlines were extremely pure. So that gave the 

Blood Moon Great Array a huge boost of energy! 

The group was shocked. Only Huang Siluo stared at the ascending blood-colored moon. Her eyes were 

full of shock and bewilderment. 

“The Blood Moon had indeed ascended! Thirty years ago, Sacred Phoenix Race’s prediction really came 

true! So… so it was like this… Even if I managed to escape, the prediction would still come true… it’s 

me…I caused Lass Li’s death…” 

Huang Siluo’s face turned pale and she slowly shut her eyes, as though she had given up hope. 

Everyone could not understand what she said. They turned to her and asked, “Madam Bai, what do you 

mean by those things that you said earlier? Prediction? What prediction? What happened thirty years 

ago?” 

Huang Siluo’s eyes were tightly shut, as her expression seemed to be full of hesitation and struggles. 



After some time, she opened her eyes. Giving a long sigh, she started to talk about the past. 

“In Sacred Phoenix Race, we will hold a sacrificial ceremony once every ten years. We will kill high 

levelled magical beasts as sacrificial objects and at the same time, try to obtain a hint from Heavens. 

Ever since Soaring Heavens Continent and God Realm’s connecting path had been blocked out by the 

space barrier, this was the only way for the Sacred Phoenix Race to communicate with God Realm. On 

one of the sacrificial ceremonies thirty years ago, the previous Holy Maiden made a prediction and 

obtained an oracle.” 

Chapter 2660: Still not back (6) 

“Oracle? What oracle?” Everyone asked hastily when they saw Huang Siluo stopping. 

She lowered her voice and said, “The oracle mentioned that thirty years from that day, which is today, 

will be the Oracle Day for Sacred Phoenix Race. On this day, Sacred Phoenix Race’s long-lost clansmen 

will gain sufficient strength to break through the space barrier and return to God Realm. A person who is 

the strongest and most outstanding talent would appear among our clan, and lead the entire Sacred 

Phoenix Race to regain their former glory…” 

“Thirty years from that day… is today?” Bai Liufeng frowned and continued to ask, “So that means today 

is the day that the Oracle proclaimed?” 

Huang Siluo nodded her head. “That’s right! My Eldest Brother was originally the Number One Genius in 

the past ten thousand years. His cultivation speed is extremely fast, and when he was just over twenty, 

he had already become a ninth stage realm peak practitioner. But due to the existence of the space 

barrier, he could not ascend to God Realm. Upon hearing the oracle, he was stirred up the most! 

Henceforth, he seemed to have turned into another person. He kept going about to find ways to break 

through the space barrier. One day, he finally read about the long-lost demon tribe’s secret technique – 

the Blood Moon Great Array!” 

“For the past thirty years, he had been refining human race’s blood essence and spiritual root through 

the Great Moon Blood Array to gather large amounts of energy. But in actual fact, he knew that just 

relying on the Blood Moon Great Array’s energy alone to break through the space barrier was far from 

enough. However, because of the oracle, he insisted on holding the sacrificial ceremony today…” 

Taking a slight pause, Huang Siluo stopped and looked at the Blood Moon in the sky. 

The blood coloured moon kept on ascending, higher and higher… 

Even though the speed wasn’t very fast but it was stable and unwavering without any hints of stopping 

as it went straight towards the space barrier in the sky! 

“Siluo, Siluo, what… what’s the matter? Quickly snap out of it!” 

She heard Bai Liufeng and the others’ flustered voices ringing by her ear. 

She then recollected her senses from the dazed state and continued to say, “Anyway, I thought that my 

brother’s plan would fail. The space barrier had been in Soaring Heavens Continent’s sky for more than 

ten thousand years. Our Sacred Phoenix Race’s ancestors thought of many ways to break through the 



space barrier but all those methods failed. How would my Eldest Brother, who used this kind of evil 

method which is devoid of conscience, possibly succeed? The oracle must be wrong! But…” 

She paused and revealed a lost expression. “But from the looks of this, I’m the wrong one! All these… 

are fated! What the oracle said is true! Lass Li and Li Moying’s appearance had replenished the missing 

energy with their blood essence. This had all been fated thirty years ago… No, perhaps it was already 

fated since ten thousand years ago. Everything is fated…” 

“No… Impossible! It’s impossible! How can this be!! Lass Li, I shouldn’t have agreed for you to come. 

Father caused your death!!!” 

Bai Liufeng couldn’t stand the blow and spat out a mouthful of blood. His body convulsed, and his face 

turned greenish-black. 

“Marquis Bai—! 

Cang Po Jun and the others became anxious, but they were unable to move. 

Bai Liufeng was originally seriously injured, and now that he suffered a mental blow, he seemed to have 

lost his desire to live. His body functions instantly broke down. 

 


